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Abstract
Improving the user’s hearing ability to understand speech in
noisy environments is critical to the development of hearing aid
(HA) devices. For this, it is important to derive a metric that can
fairly predict speech intelligibility for HA users. A straight-
forward approach is to conduct a subjective listening test and
use the test results as an evaluation metric. However, conduct-
ing large-scale listening tests is time-consuming and expensive.
Therefore, several evaluation metrics were derived as surrogates
for subjective listening test results. In this study, we propose
a multi-branched speech intelligibility prediction model (MBI-
Net), for predicting the subjective intelligibility scores of HA
users. MBI-Net consists of two branches of models, with each
branch consisting of a hearing loss model, a cross-domain fea-
ture extraction module, and a speech intelligibility prediction
model, to process speech signals from one channel. The out-
puts of the two branches are fused through a linear layer to ob-
tain predicted speech intelligibility scores. Experimental results
confirm the effectiveness of MBI-Net, which produces higher
prediction scores than the baseline system in Track 1 and Track
2 on the Clarity Prediction Challenge 2022 dataset.
Index Terms: speech intelligibility, hearing aid, hearing loss,
self-supervised learning, cross-domain features

1. Introduction
A fair way to assess speech intelligibility is critical for a vari-
ety of speech-related applications. Generally speaking, speech
intelligibility measures refer to the ratio between the numbers
of the correctly recognized words and the total words in the
speech utterance. The most direct measure of speech intelli-
gibility is the subjective listening test. However, conducting
large-scale hearing tests is prohibitive. Therefore, a series of
speech intelligibility measures based on signal processing have
been proposed, such as [1], speech intelligibility index (SII) [2],
extended SII (ESII) [3], speech transmission index (STI) [4],
short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [5], and modified bin-
aural short-time objective intelligibility (MBSTOI) [6]. When
calculating these metrics, a clean utterance is used as a refer-
ence to compare with the speech of interest. Thus, the useful-
ness is somewhat limited since a clean reference may not always
be provided in real-world scenarios. To overcome this limi-
tation, several non-intrusive speech intelligibility metrics have
been developed, such as [7, 8], where a clean reference is not re-
quired. Compared to intrusive measures, non-intrusive speech
intelligibility measures have better utility but tend to achieve
lower performance.

With the advent of deep learning (DL) models, several stud-
ies have used DL models to deploy non-intrusive speech intel-

ligibility prediction models. Depending on the type of ground
truth labels, the models can be divided into two different cate-
gories: the first category predicts objective speech intelligibility
metrics, for example, STOI [9, 10, 11]. The second category
aims to predict the subjective listening test results [6, 12].

Despite the remarkable performance achieved by the DL-
based speech intelligibility prediction models, few studies have
focused on designing speech intelligibility prediction models
for HA users. A well-known system for estimating HA user’s
intelligibility scores is based on a combination of MBSTOI
and sigmoid fitting [13]. Specifically, speech utterances are
first processed by the MSBG model [14, 15], followed by MB-
STOI score estimation. The estimated MBSTOI scores are then
converted to the corresponding subjective intelligibility scores
using a sigmoid fitting. Although this method achieves re-
markable performance, the availability of clean utterances is a
must for obtaining MBSTOI scores. Recently, a DL-based non-
intrusive HA speech assessment network (HASA-Net) was pro-
posed [16]. HASA-Net formulates the hearing loss pattern as a
vector, which is combined with speech signals and then sent to
a DL model to predict two HA evaluation metrics, namely the
hearing aid speech quality index (HASQI) [17] and the hearing
aid speech perception index (HASPI) [18].

In our previous study, a multi-objective speech assessment
model (MOSA-Net) [19] was proposed to predict objective
quality and intelligibility metrics for normal hearing individu-
als. MOSA-Net uses cross-domain features (spectral- and time-
domain features, and latent representations from an SSL model
[20]) to obtain rich acoustic information; a convolutional neu-
ral network bidirectional long short-term memory architecture
with a multiplicative attention mechanism (CNN-BLSTM+AT
for short) is used as the main model architecture; a multi-task
learning criterion (simultaneously predicting objective metric
scores of quality, PESQ [21], and intelligibility, STOI [5]), is
employed to train the MOSA-Net model. Experimental results
confirm that MOSA-Net can effectively predict PESQ and STOI
scores, both of which yield very high correlations with ground
truth scores.

In this study, we extend MOSA-Net and develop a speech
intelligibility prediction model for HA, called the multi-
branched speech intelligibility prediction model (MBI-Net).
MBI-Net consists two branches of models, and each branch
contains a MSBG model, a cross-domain feature extraction
module, and a speech intelligibility prediction model, to pro-
cess speech signals from one channel. The outputs of the two
branches are combined by a linear layer to predict speech in-
telligibility scores for HA users. Experimental results demon-
strate that MBI-Net yields more accurate intelligibility predic-
tion scores than the baseline system for both Track 1 and Track
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Figure 1: Architecture of the MBI-Net model.

2 on the Clarity Prediction Challenge 2022 dataset.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-

views the related works of speech intelligibility prediction. Sec-
tion III presents the proposed MBI-Net. Section IV describes
experimental setup and results. Finally, Section V provides con-
clusions and future work.

2. Related Works
In recent years, DL-based models have been widely used as
a base function for building speech intelligibility models. In
[6, 12], a convolutional neural network (CNN) model is em-
ployed as the model architecture to process compressed spectral
features and to estimate the subjective intelligibility score. In
[22], speech enhancement residuals were used to predict objec-
tive assessment score (PESQ and STOI). Furthermore, [11] pro-
posed to use CNN-BLSTM+AT for predicting objective intelli-
gibility score (STOI). In [19], a MOSA-Net, which uses cross-
domain features, CNN-BLSTM+AT model architecture, and
multi-task learning criterion, has been proposed to predict ob-
jective quality and intelligibility scores simultaneously; it also
shows that the pretrained MOSA-Net can be easily adapted to a
new model that can well predict subjective speech intelligibility
scores using a small number of training samples. In the mean-
while, HASA-Net [16] was proposed to use a bidirectional long
short-term memory (BLSTM) along with the multi-head atten-
tion mechanism to predict HASQI and HASPI scores simulta-
neously. Despite the remarkable performance achieved by DL-
based speech intelligibility prediction models, few prior works
have specifically estimated subjective/objective speech intelli-
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Figure 2: Illustration of extraction cross-domain feature and
obtaining frame-level intelligibility score on CNN-BLSTM+AT
architecture.

gibility scores for binaural HA users. Because the two ears of
the user may have different hearing abilities, we should con-
sider speech intelligibility separately and then combine them.
This divide and conquer concept is similar to previous work us-
ing ensemble learning for speech signal processing [23, 24, 25].
Along this idea, the proposed MBI-Net uses two branches of
models, first processing the speech signal separately, and em-
ploying a fusion layer to compute the final prediction scores for
binaural HA users.

3. MBI-Net
The overall architecture of MBI-Net is shown in Fig. 1. As
shown in the figure, MBI-Net consists of two branches of
model, each characterizing one channel of speech signals in
a binaural HA system. Specifically, given a dual-channel ut-
terance, an audio splitting procedure is performed to divide
the dual-channel speech signals into two monaural speech sig-
nals. The first and second channels correspond to the left and
right ears, respectively. Each branch of MBI-Net consists of an
MSBG model [14, 15], a cross-domain feature extraction mod-
ule, and a frame-level speech intelligibility prediction model.

The MSBG model modifies the speech signal according to
the HA pattern and serves as a simulator to simulate the hearing
ability of HA users. The modified speech signals are then sent
to feature extraction and speech intelligibility prediction mod-
ules, as shown in Fig. 2. The feature extraction module con-
sists of three parts: (1) features obtained by converting speech
waveforms through the short-time Fourier transform (STFT),
termed spectral features; (2) features extracted by learnable fil-
ter banks (LFB) [26], termed LFB features; (3) latent represen-



tations from self-supervised learning (SSL) models (HuBERT
[20] or WavLM [27]), termed SSL features. These three fea-
tures are fed to the CNN-BLSTM with a multiplicative attention
model to predict frame-level intelligibility scores. Finally, the
predicted frame-level intelligibility scores of the two branches
are fused by a linear layer along with global average pooling to
obtain the final speech intelligibility score. To improve training
stability, the objective function for training MBI-Net is a com-
bined frame-level and utterance-level score, defined as follows:

O = 1
U

U∑
u=1

[(Iu − Îu)2 + 1
Fu

Fu∑
f=1

(Iu − if )2]+

Lleft + Lright

Lleft =
1
Fu

Fu∑
f=1

αI(Iu)(Iu − ileftf )
2]

Lright =
1
Fu

Fu∑
f=1

αI(Iu)(Iu − irightf )
2]

(1)

where Lleft and Lright, respectively, denote the frame-level
loss of the left and right branches (ears); {Iu, Îu}, respectively,
denote the true and predicted utterance-level scores of the intel-
ligibility; U denotes the total number of training utterances; Fu

denotes the number of frames in the u-th training utterance; if ,
ileftf , and irightf , respectively, are the predicted frame-level
scores of the intelligibility of the main branch, left branch, right
branch of the f -th frame; αI denotes the weighting coefficients
of attention mechanism.

4. Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental setup and results of
MBI-net on the Clarity Prediction Challenge 2022 dataset.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The Clarity Prediction Challenge dataset 2022 included ten
HA systems from the previous Clarity Enhancement Challenge
2021 [28]. Twenty-five HA users participated in the listening
test, and each listener was asked to answer what she/he heard
from a played speech sample. The intelligibility score ranges
from 0 to 100 (the higher the better). In addition, bilateral pure-
tone audiograms of each listener were also estimated based on
the hearing thresholds at [250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
6000, 8000] Hz. For more detailed information, please refer
to the the description paper provided by the Clarity Prediction
Challenge organizer [13]. The training set consisted of two
tracks, Track 1 and Track 2. Track 1 consisted of 4863 training
utterances, and Track 2 consisted of of 3580 training utterances.
The test set also consisted of tracks one and two with 2421 and
632 test utterances, respectively. For both tracks, the training
and test utterances did not overlap.Three evaluation metrics,
namely root mean square error (RMSE), standard deviation er-
ror (STDERR), and linear correlation coefficient (LCC), were
used to evaluate the performance of MBI-Net. Lower RMSE
and STDERR scores indicate that the predicted scores are closer
to the ground-truth scores (lower is better). In contrast, a higher
LCC score indicates that the predicted score has a higher corre-
lation to the ground-truth score (higher is better).

4.2. Experimental Result on Closed-Set

As mentioned in Section 3, the two-branches of models is de-
signed to characterize the left and right ear audio channels, re-
spectively. We first aimed to analyze the prediction capabil-

Table 1: RMSE, Standard Deviation, and LCC scores of Let-
Branch, Right-Branch, MBI-Net (Ave), and MBI-Net (Lin) on
the closed-set (Track 1) dataset.

Systems RMSE STDERR LCC
Left-Branch 25.33 0.51 0.73

Right-Branch 26.24 0.52 0.72
MBI-Net (Ave) 25.12 0.51 0.74
MBI-Net (Lin) 24.65 0.50 0.74

ity of individual model, termed Left-Branch and Right-Branch,
trained by monaural speech signals from the left and right chan-
nels, respectively. Both models were implemented based on
Fig. 2, and an additional global average pooling was applied
to average the frame-level intelligibility scores to obtain the
utterance-level prediction score. Next, we compared different
fusion strategies on the outputs of the two branches. As shown
in Fig. 1, MBI-Net uses a linear layer followed by an aver-
age pooling to obtain the final prediction scores. For compari-
son, we replaced the linear layer with a average function. Ac-
cordingly, the outputs of the two channels were averaged and
then sent to the pooling layer. This system is termed MBI-
Net (Ave). Table 1 shows the prediction results of Left-Branch,
Right-Branch, MBI-Net (Ave), and MBI-Net (denoted as MBI-
Net (Lin) for clarity). All of the four systems reported in Table
1 used Hubert [20] to obtain the SSL features. Experimental
results confirm that all of the four systems can achieve satis-
factory speech prediction performance. Next, MBI-Net (Ave)
and MBI-Net (Lin) perform better than Left-Branch and Right-
Branch, confirming the advantages of fusing information from
the two branches of prediction model. Furthermore, MBI-Net
(Ave) outperforms MBI-Net (Lin), suggesting that learned lin-
ear layer can facilitate MBI-Net to achieve better performance.

Next, we compare the performance of the baseline system
with the proposed MBI-Net with different SSL features. Specif-
ically, we deployed three MBI-Net systems: MBI-Net (Hub),
MBI-Net (WavLM), and MBI-Net (WavLM+). All three sys-
tems used cross-domain features (spectral- and time-domain
features, and SSL features) and the CNN-BLSTM+AT model
architecture. MBI-Net (Hub) used HuBERT to deploy the SSL
feature, and MBI-Net (WavLM) used WavLM to extract the
SSL feature. MBI-Net (WavLM+) was the optimized version
of MBI-Net (WavLM), where better parameter tuning was se-
lected during training the model.

From Table 1. we first note that all the variants of MBI-Net
can achieve better performance than the baseline systems in all
evaluation metrics. Next, the SSL feature generated by WavLM
tends to achieve overall better performance than the SSL fea-
ture from HuBERT, which confirms the advantages of WavLM
to generate more representative features than HuBERT for de-
ploying speech intelligibility model. Furthermore, the overall
best performance is obtained by MBI-Net (WavLM+). For Clar-
ity Prediction Challenge, we submitted the results obtained by
MBI-Net (Hub) and MBI-Net (WavLM). After the challenge
period, we obtained better results from MBI-Net (WavLM+).

4.3. Experimental Result on Open-Set

In the second set of experiments, we aimed to evaluate MBI-
Net on a smaller training set, namely Track 2. Similar to the
previous experiment, we intended to compare the performance



Table 2: RMSE, Standard Deviation, and LCC scores of Base-
line, MBI-Net (Hub), and MBI-Net (WavLM) on the closed-set
(Track 1) dataset.

Systems RMSE STDERR LCC
Baseline 28.52 0.58 0.62

MBI-Net (Hub) 24.65 0.50 0.74
MBI-Net (WavLM) 24.06 0.49 0.75

MBI-Net (WavLM+) 23.05 0.46 0.78

Table 3: RMSE, Standard Deviation, and LCC scores of Base-
line, MBI-Net (Hub), and MBI-Net (WavLM) on the open-set
(Track 2) dataset.

Systems RMSE STDERR LCC
Baseline 36.52 1.35 0.53

MBI-Net (Hub) 30.72 1.22 0.59
MBI-Net (WavLM) 28.90 1.09 0.65

MBI-Net (WavLM+) 24.36 0.96 0.75

of the baseline system with three versions of MBI-Net. All
the systems used the identical configuration as the previous
experiment. Experimental results confirmed that all the pro-
posed MBI-Net could achieve overall better performance than
the baseline systems. Interestingly, MBI-Net (WavLM) could
significantly improve the baseline systems in all evaluation met-
rics. Moreover, the optimized version of MBI-Net (WavLM+)
could further boost the performance for all evaluation metrics
compared to MBI-Net (WavLM). These results again confirm
the advantages of WavLM to deploying more representative fea-
tures than HuBERT. In addition, these results confirm the ben-
efit of a multi-branched model and cross-domain features for
deploying speech intelligibility prediction models for HA.

4.4. Qualitative Analysis

We also present the scatterplots of predicted targets of MBI-
Net (WavLM+) and Baseline in Fig. 3. We only select
MBI-Net (WavLM+) for qualitative analysis because MBI-Net
(WavLM+) achieves the best performance among the other
MBI-Net systems. From Fig. 3, MBI-Net (WavLM+) dis-
tributes more diagonally than baseline system, echoing the bet-
ter results achieved by MBI-Net (WavLM+) shown in Tables
1-3. The results from Tables 1-3 and Fig. 3 confirm the advan-
tages of deploying a multi-branched model and the capability
of cross-domain features to enrich the acoustic information for
obtaining an accurate speech intelligibility model for binaural
HA users.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we presented MBI-Net, a multi-branched speech
intelligibility prediction model for binaural HA users. MBI-Net
adopts two-branches of models corresponding to two speech
channels of the binaural HAs. Each branch of MBI-Net consists
of an MSBG model, a cross-domain feature extraction module,
and the CNN-BLSTM+AT model architecture. The outputs of
the two branches are then fused through a linear layer to obtain
the final speech intelligibility score. Experimental results from
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Figure 3: Scatterplots of two speech intelligibility prediction
models: Baseline and MBI-Net (WavLM+).

both Track 1 and Track 2 have confirmed the advantages of im-
plementing the multi-branched model and using cross-domain
features for achieving a better intelligibility prediction score.
Furthermore, experimental results confirm the advantages of
WavLM in deploying representative SSL features. In the future,
we aim to explore and derive advanced cross-domain features
and model architectures to further improve the model’s speech
intelligibility prediction performance for binaural HA users.
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